
Maintenance Emergencies 
 
Most maintenance requests are fairly routine and recording it on the Maintenance log or 
submitting a work order is all that is the request will need to be processed. However, there are 
times when you will need to call in the maintenance issues to your AD or the AD on-call. 
 
Examples of Maintenance Log Requests: 

 Light is out in a student’s room 

 Closet door is squeaky 

 Power outage in student’s room – wall outlets 
Examples of Maintenance Emergencies: 

 Water—excess in stairways, bathrooms, leaking from ceiling, etc. 

 Biohazard – vomit, waste, blood, other bodily fluids 

 Power Outage—building wide 
When reporting a maintenance issue, remember the following: 

 Location – where is the maintenance issue? This includes building as the AD on-call 
might not be aware of what the building maintenance issue is in. 

 Specifics—What exactly is the problem? 
 
For example, below is a RA dialogue to AD on-call that represents bad maintenance reporting: 
 
RA: AD on-call, there is a water leak on 2nd floor. 
AD on-call: Ok… who is this and what building are you calling from? 
RA: Oh…UT. There’s a water leak right outside the elevator.  
AD on-call: Which floor? 
RA: You know—the elevator closest to the bathroom. 
AD on-call: I still get turned around in UT. Which side of UT and which bathroom? 
The dialogue can continue like this for a WHILE before the core of the maintenance 
issue is known to the AD. 
 
 
Another example of a maintenance report to an AD. Notice the difference from the RA 
perspective only! 
 
RA:  AD on-call, this is Sara, RA on-call for UR. There is a water leak on 2nd floor, south side. 
The strange part is that it is coming from around the elevator. It is a constant drip. I don’t 
know how long it’s been dripping, but the carpet is really, really wet. 
 
AD on-call:  The elevator—that’s odd. I’ll be right there to take a look at it. Can you meet me 
by the 2nd floor elevator? 
 
Be sure to complete an incident report after the emergency and follow up with your AD with 
complete details.  
 


